Go on an outdoor adventure walk and tick off the creatures and critters you see...
Make your own den!

**TIP 1**
First step you need to find your location!
Either in your bedroom or outside in the garden or woods, you can make a great den anywhere!

**TIP 2**
You can build the den over a bunk bed, a table, the back of a couch, or several chairs. Two or three pieces of heavy furniture are ideal, since you can create space between them.

**TIP 3**
Decorate your den! Bring your favorite toys or cushions into your den and make it your own!

**TIP 4**
Create a Den sign - make sure everyone knows whose Den it is!
Memory Game

Print this page twice, cut out the pictures and lay them out. Now turn them over and see if you can remember where they were and match pairs together!

Bicycle 
Flower 
Scarecrow 
Duck 
Traffic Cone 
Slide 
Camper Van 
Kite
Pretend you’re on a Dinosaur Hunt!

You will need

Twigs, White paint, Tool for digging, Magnifying glass, Small bag or basket, Explorer enthusiasm!

What to do

Step 1
To make your own dinosaur bones, collect twigs from your local park or garden and paint them white. Once they have dried, hide them in the garden and see if you can find an intrepid explorer!

Step 2
Ask your little one to find them. They might need a digging tool and a magnifying glass depending on where you have hidden them. Once collected, try and reconstruct a dinosaur picture on the ground.

You will need

Water balloons, Dinosaur toys, Water

What to do

Step 1
Collect together your favorite small toys. They don’t have to be dinosaurs but they do need to be small enough to fit in a water balloon.

Step 2
Place each toy into the water balloon and fill it with water. Tie it up and put it in the freezer over night.

Step 3
Remove from the freezer and cut off the balloon. Encourage your little one to roll it around and hold it up to the light. When it starts to melt give them a spoon to dig out the surprise inside!